LATEST NEWS

REMEMBER JOSEPH?
Abandoned by his starving mother,
malnourished and suffering from a
dreadful chest wound which was seriously
infected. Our co-ordinator writes:“This is how I found Joseph in February
2002. I could see that without Aquaid’s
intervention and help, Joseph would
never survive.”
“Below is a photograph of Joseph, taken
by me in May 2002, strumming a guitar
which I took out as hand luggage, this
fine young boy is a wonderful testimony
to the quality of care and love of all our
staff at The Aquaid Orphan Village.”

Joseph enjoys a game of football,
Heartfelt thanks to all our loyal
supporters and customers

HEALTHCARE AT AQUAID LIFELINE ORPHAN VILLAGE,
NAMISU, MALAWI CENTRAL AFRICA
❐ Children line up for
treatment from Sister
Netty, our resident nurse,
who has more than 26
years experience as a
paediatric nurse.
Sister Netty has proved to
be a great asset and has
solved many problems by
her accurate diagnoses
and prompt treatment of
various common but
threatening ailments.

❐ Sister Netty shows off the splendid drugs
cabinet, funded and stocked by the efforts of
the young people of Arbroath Town Mission,
Angus Scotland.

❐ Below
Time for a check-up. The medical history of
each child is carefully recorded

ODD JOBS!
❐ Each house cultivates
its own vegetable garden,
with prizes for the best
results. Here are some of
our children watering the
greens which will be on
their dinner plates over the
next few weeks as part of
their balanced diet.
We have a solar powered
irrigation system under
construction at present
which is a very ambitious
project. More news in the
next bulletin.

❐ Here are our two permanent tailors. With
more than160 lively children to clothe, the
making of new clothes and mending of older
ones is a continuing industry.
On the left is Dylo Mandolo, a supremely
courageous gentleman, and one of 6 of our
staff who suffer the effects of polio. Until we
provided Dylo with his new transport, he
“walked” on crutches to work each day, a
gruelling round trip on rugged roads of 5 miles!
IMPORTANT NOTE: WITHOUT YOUR GOODWILL, WE WOULD BE UNABLE TO BRING RELIEF TO SO MANY.
ON THEIR BEHALF WE THANK YOU, AND ASSURE YOU OF OUR CONTINUED BEST ATTENTION.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT OUR SERVICES, PLEASE CALL 01223 576070, OR FAX, 01223 576270
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AQUAID LIFELINE
NEWSLETTER
A CLOSE-UP OF JUST A FEW OF THE 165 CHILDREN, CARED FOR BY 70 STAFF AT THE
AQUAID ORPHAN VILLAGE AT NAMISU, NEAR BLANTYRE, MALAWI CENTRAL AFRICA.

❐ Meet Yamikani!, His name
means “thanksgiving”.
Although orphaned at 3 years
of age, Yamikani always has a
smile for everyone.

❐ Some of our girls
thrilled to be wearing
new dresses made by
one of our tailors. The
material for the dresses
was bought with money
sent by a generous
U.K. well wisher.

❐ Rebecca and Yokazani, which
means “gratitude”. Twin orphan
sisters from Ntcheu District who
represent a bright hope for the
future of their country.

